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REGULAR ARTICLE

Word learning in the context of semantic prior knowledge: evidence of
interference from feature-based neighbours in children and adults

Emma James a, M. Gareth Gaskellb, Gráinne Murphyb, Josie Tulipb and Lisa M. Hendersonb

aDepartment of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; bDepartment of Psychology, University of York, York, UK

ABSTRACT

The presence of phonological neighbours facilitates word-form learning, suggesting that prior
phonological knowledge supports vocabulary acquisition. We tested whether prior semantic
knowledge similarly benefits word learning by teaching 7-to-10-year-old children (Experiment 1)
and adults (Experiment 2) pseudowords assigned to novel concepts with low or high semantic
neighbourhood density according to feature norms. Form recall, definition recall, and semantic
categorisation tasks were administered immediately after training, the next day, and one week
later. Across sessions, pseudowords assigned to low-density (versus high-density) semantic
neighbourhood concepts elicited better word-form recall (for adults) and better meaning recall
(for children). Exploratory cross-experiment analyses demonstrated that the neighbourhood
influence was most robust for recalling meanings. Children showed greater gains in form recall
than adults across the week, regardless of links to semantic knowledge. While the results
suggest that close semantic neighbours interfere with word learning, we consider alternative
semantic dimensions that may be beneficial.
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Our ability to learn new words remains important across

the lifespan, enabling us to communicate about new

things we experience. Encountering an unfamiliar food

from a different cuisine or a rare animal at the zoo, for

instance, requires us to learn its association with a new

combination of sounds, encode its key features, and

determine how it relates to concepts that we already

know. For example, we might learn that a pomelo is a

type of fruit that is similar to a grapefruit, but larger and

sweeter. In using what we know about grapefruits to

support new learning, we bring a broader understanding

of citrus fruit features—inferring that a pomelo likely has a

waxy peel, pips, and juicy flesh. However, the availability

of this related knowledge will vary across new concepts

we encounter, and it is not clear the extent to which it

helps or hinders memory for the newword. We addressed

this question by examining how children’s and adults’

learning of novel concepts is affected by the density of

associated semantic neighbourhoods. Determining the

role of prior knowledge has important implications for

theories of word learning, as well as for understanding

how word learning changes as semantic knowledge

accumulates across development.

The role of prior knowledge in new word acquisition

can be examined both in terms of the initial learning of a

new word and its long-term retention in vocabulary, as

dissociated within a complementary learning systems

framework (Davis & Gaskell, 2009; McClelland et al.,

1995). According to this model, vocabulary knowledge

is stored in a distributed manner in neocortical regions

of the brain, permitting efficient language processing

and communication (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997).

For a new word to become part of this system, it must

do so in such a way to avoid disrupting existing connec-

tions. The complementary learning systems model pro-

poses that initial lexical representations are formed

using the hippocampal memory system, with the new

form-meaning mapping not yet fully integrated with

existing neocortical vocabulary (Davis & Gaskell, 2009).

This system allows knowledge of a new word to be

acquired rapidly without disrupting existing connec-

tions, and the new representation can then support

slower integration of the new word into neocortical-

based networks.

The strengthening of neocortical connections is pro-

posed to result from repeated reactivations of the
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hippocampal representation, which can occur “offline”

during sleep. In line with this, increased competition is

observed between new and familiar words in lexical pro-

cessing tasks following sleep but not wake in both adults

(Dumay & Gaskell, 2007) and children (Henderson et al.,

2012), suggesting that sleep enhances integration with

neocortical vocabulary. These sleep-associated consoli-

dation processes are further associated with improved

accuracy and efficiency in recalling the new word-

forms (Ashworth et al., 2014; Gais et al., 2006; James

et al., 2020a; Tamminen et al., 2010). Deliberate retrieval

practice may also enhance recall of new word knowl-

edge (e.g. Hulme & Rodd, 2021), proposed to operate

via similar principles of hippocampal reactivation

(Antony et al., 2017). These findings converge on the

importance of memory reactivation processes in sup-

porting vocabulary acquisition, and highlight the impor-

tance of understanding factors that influence this

longer-term consolidation of new word knowledge as

well as those that support initial encoding.

One factor proposed to support lexical consolidation

is the learner’s prior linguistic knowledge (James et al.,

2017). Recent progress in complementary learning

systems theory has examined how the speed of neocor-

tical learning may be influenced by memory schema

(e.g. Kumaran et al., 2016; McClelland, 2013; McClelland

et al., 2020), driven by evidence that new information

related to existing knowledge becomes integrated into

neocortical networks very rapidly (Tse et al., 2007). For

example, McClelland (2013) demonstrated that a

neural network trained with structured knowledge of

birds and their semantic properties (e.g. grow, move,

fly) showed more rapid learning of a typical new

example that shared these properties (a cardinal) than

an atypical example (a penguin, which cannot fly but

can swim). This model demonstrates how information

that capitalises upon existing knowledge can be inte-

grated into neocortical networks without requiring

repeated hippocampal reactivations (Tse et al., 2007).

From a language learning perspective then, it follows

that individuals with rich lexical networks will likely

have more relevant structures to draw upon to

support new word learning, and thus consolidation

into neocortical networks is proposed to proceed more

rapidly. Capitalising upon existing knowledge may be

one means by which individuals with good vocabulary

knowledge acquire new vocabulary at faster pace than

those with weak vocabulary, thereby increasing the

“vocabulary gap” in performance across development

(James et al., 2017). However, the nature of this lexical

support is not well-specified, and it is not clear how

word learning might be influenced by different aspects

of linguistic knowledge.

One way of examining the influence of prior knowl-

edge on word learning is to manipulate the psycholin-

guistic properties of the to-be-learned words. By

quantifying the similarities between new items and real

words that would be known to the learner in different

ways, we can examine whether these relationships

predict memory for newwords before and/or after oppor-

tunities for consolidation. In examining word-form simi-

larity, many studies have demonstrated that novel

words with many phonological neighbours (i.e. words

that differ by a single sound) are more readily learned

than words with fewer phonological neighbours. This

benefit has been found for pre-school children (Hoover

et al., 2010; Storkel, 2009; Storkel et al., 2013), school-

aged children (James et al., 2019; van der Kleij et al.,

2016), and adults (James et al., 2019; Storkel et al.,

2006), suggesting that individuals can access prior knowl-

edge to support learning across the lifespan (although

note that this support may be less apparent in incidental

word learning; James et al., 2020b). From a complemen-

tary learning systems perspective, James et al. (2019)

found that this early benefit from phonological neigh-

bours was reduced one week later, once words with

fewer neighbours had opportunities to benefit from

offline consolidation processes. These findings support

the proposal that items related to prior word-form knowl-

edge may be integrated into neocortical systems more

rapidly, and are therefore less dependent on offline reac-

tivation processes to support long-term memory.

In this study, we turn our attention towards semantic

neighbours to develop a broader understanding of how

different aspects of prior knowledge influence memory

for new vocabulary. Learning the meaning of a new

word is a crucial part of vocabulary acquisition itself,

and also supports the long-term retention of new

word-form knowledge (Henderson et al., 2013).

However, while psycholinguistic measures that capture

semantic neighbourhoods have well-documented influ-

ences on the processing of known words (see Pexman,

2020, for a recent review), they have received relatively

little attention in experimental studies of word learning.

Network approaches to modelling language acquisition

support that semantic neighbours broadly predict voca-

bulary growth, finding that new words are more likely to

be acquired when they are highly connected to known

ones (Engelthaler & Hills, 2017; Hills et al., 2009),

although semantically distinct words may be acquired

earlier (Engelthaler & Hills, 2017). Yet only two studies

to our knowledge have examined the learning and

retention processes that might underlie these influ-

ences: Tamminen et al. (2013) in a study of sleep-associ-

ated consolidation in adults, and Storkel and Adlof

(2009) in a study of preschool children. In contrast to
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the benefits seen for word-form neighbours, the findings

of both studies point towards interference from related

semantic knowledge when learning new words.

Tamminen et al. (2013) taught adults pseudowords as

names for novel concepts with either sparse or dense

semantic connections. These novel concepts were

created from existing concepts with either low- or high-

density semantic neighbourhoods, as quantified by the

number of associates provided in free association norms

(Nelson et al., 2004). To make each concept novel, they

added a novel feature (e.g. bee whose sting feels pleasant,

crab that has a beak). Participants were tested on their

knowledge of the new pseudowords immediately after

learning, the next day, and one week later—allowing for

an assessment of the influence of prior knowledge

before and after opportunities for consolidation. Across

all test sessions, participants had poorer performance for

high- versus low-density concepts in a synonym judge-

ment task, which required them to identify which of

three familiar words was associated with the trained

word. This perhaps indicates that participants experi-

enced interference from existing knowledge in learning

the new concepts. However, there was no influence of

the density of prior semantic knowledge on explicit

recall of the new word-forms or their meanings,

suggesting that this interference might arise from

lexical processing during the synonym judgement

task rather than during learning per se. In line with

this, responses only slowed to high-density novel

items in a speeded semantic categorisation task one

week later, suggesting that a longer period of consoli-

dation enhanced competition between new and

known concepts as they became better integrated in

memory (similar to the way in which lexical compe-

tition was observed following sleep in the studies

described above). Thus, dense existing semantic knowl-

edge elicited interference when processing the novel

concepts in the context of familiar words, but there

was no evidence that memory for the new words them-

selves was affected by links to semantic knowledge.

However, evidence of semantic interference in estab-

lishing new word representations comes from a study

with children. Storkel and Adlof (2009) quantified

semantic set sizes of non-objects by collecting free

associations from presented line drawings. In a sub-

sequent word-learning task, preschool children were

more accurate in identifying nonwords associated with

objects from small semantic set sizes, suggesting that

—at least in young children—connections to existing

semantic knowledge can interfere in learning and/or

remembering new information. In this study, the effect

only emerged at a delayed test one week later,

offering further support to the hypothesis that offline

processes enhance engagement of the new words

with existing semantic knowledge.

Thus, unlike for word-form neighbours, it appears from

the existing research that connections to semantic knowl-

edge may interfere with new word acquisition. However,

semantic relationships can be conceptualised along

several different dimensions (Hameau et al., 2019), and

different measures have been shown to contribute

unique variance in predicting performance in speeded

word recognition tasks (Pexman et al., 2008). Tamminen

et al. (2013) derived their measures of semantic neigh-

bourhood from free-association norms, which were

created by asking participants to produce the first word

that came to mind when presented with the target

(Nelson et al., 2004). Free-association norms are con-

sidered a language-based measure that typically reflects

the co-occurrence of concepts in spoken and/or written

language, and can be broadly distinguished from object-

basedmetrics that draw upon the content of the concepts

themselves (Buchanan et al., 2001). For example, feature

production norms are collected by asking participants

to list features of target concepts (McRae et al., 2005), pro-

ducing measures of semantic richness (i.e. the number of

features produced) and common features between con-

cepts. Semantic neighbourhoods conceptualised in this

way may arguably be more beneficial to a new learner

than linguistic co-occurrence. For example, the target

“bird” leads to “cat” as a more frequent lexical associate

than “robin” (Nelson et al., 2004), yet knowledge of

birds is intuitively more useful when learning about a

robin than a cat. In this study, we test the hypothesis

that semantic prior knowledge defined by object-based

similarities will facilitate word learning and consolidation.

This proposal garners support from studies of early

language learning that capture the variability in knowl-

edge that preschool children bring to the task. For

example, Borovsky et al. (2016) demonstrated that

infants were more able to learn and recognise new

words from categories that they had more knowledge

about compared to categories for which they had lower

levels of existing knowledge. Similarly, Perry et al. (2016)

found that preschool children with larger shape-based

noun vocabularies were more likely to remember object

shapes during word learning. These studies support the

proposal that semantic knowledge relevant to a new con-

cept’s properties may aid acquisition, although they

cannot address questions of longer-term memory as chil-

dren were only tested on the same day as learning.

The present study

We used a similar design to Tamminen et al. (2013), but

instead drew upon shared features as an object-based
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measure of semantic relationships to test whether

semantic neighbourhood density can benefit word

learning (rather than the associative measure used pre-

viously). We taught participants pseudowords and

associated definitions, formed by adding a novel

feature to known concepts from low and high feature

density neighbourhoods. We tested explicit recall of

the pseudowords and definitions immediately after

learning, the next day, and one week later, to examine

the influence of existing knowledge on word learning

before and after opportunities for consolidation. We

also used a speeded semantic categorisation task to

index integration of the new words into neocortical

vocabulary, capitalising on previous findings that

known words with high semantic neighbourhood

density are responded to more quickly in this task than

words with low semantic density (Mirman & Magnuson,

2008). Tamminen et al. (2013) found that implicit seman-

tic neighbourhood effects for trained pseudowords

emerged only after a period of consolidation, consistent

with other studies that have found implicit semantic

activation to emerge after one/more periods of sleep

(Clay et al., 2007; Tham et al., 2015).

One motivation for understanding the role of seman-

tic prior knowledge is to understand how word learning

might change across development. The studies

described above span a broad age range from preschool

children to adults, yet there is a lack of direct develop-

mental comparisons. A study of known words taken

from linguistic corpora suggested that young infants

start by learning words from sparse semantic neigh-

bours but increasingly benefit from dense neighbours

across the preschool years (Storkel, 2009). However,

these developmental differences have not been tested

experimentally, and no studies to our knowledge have

considered the influence of semantic neighbours in

school-aged children. There are two possibilities here:

first, school-aged children may show smaller semantic

density effects than adults given that our selected

measure is based on adult norms, and children may

not have yet acquired rich enough knowledge about

concepts to have such extreme differences in low-

versus high-density items. Speaking to this proposal,

Pexman and Yap (2018) found that adults with better

existing vocabulary knowledge showed more sensitivity

to semantic neighbourhood density in speeded

responses during a semantic categorisation task com-

pared to adults with lower vocabulary knowledge,

suggesting that the knowledge learners bring to the

task is highly relevant. Alternatively, children might

show larger semantic density effects under the possi-

bility that an underdeveloped system may be more sen-

sitive to the influence of existing knowledge. For

example, Davies et al. (2017) showed that effects of psy-

cholinguistic variables on lexical processing decline

across the lifespan as the lexical system accumulates

experience and maximises learning efficiency. We

present two experiments to explore these possibilities

across children aged 7–10 years (Experiment 1) and

adults (Experiment 2). While the developmental studies

described above typically assessed semantic prior

knowledge influences in pre-school children, selecting

a school-aged group allowed us to use the same exper-

imental tasks for children and adults, thus facilitating

developmental comparisons. Further, these age groups

overlap with those that have been examined in studies

of phonological neighbours in word learning (James

et al., 2019; James et al., 2020b), allowing comparisons

with different types of prior knowledge influence.

Our main research questions were as follows: First, is

explicit memory for novel words helped or hindered by

links to existing semantic knowledge during word learn-

ing, as defined by object-based norms? Second, can

newly trained concepts acquire the lexical properties

of their neighbours, benefiting from rich semantic con-

nections in speeded reaction time tasks? Third, what is

the time course of this engagement with semantic

knowledge? By using both explicit and implicit measures

of new word knowledge, we aimed to capture initial

encoding processes and those that indicate integration

with existing knowledge, proposed to require periods

of offline consolidation. Finally, across experiments we

also explored whether children and adults are differently

influenced by semantic knowledge during word learn-

ing, reflecting differences in the amount of prior knowl-

edge or their sensitivity to it during learning. In the first

experiment with children, we thus tested three exper-

imental hypotheses: 1) A large number of shared fea-

tures will facilitate explicit aspects of word learning, as

demonstrated by superior performance in recall and rec-

ognition tasks; 2) Novel concepts that share lots of fea-

tures with existing concepts should show a reaction

time advantage when compared to novel concepts

that share fewer features, in a speeded semantic categ-

orisation task; and 3) Across tasks, effects of neighbour-

hood density (i.e. better recall/recognition for high

density items; a density effect in speeded semantic cat-

egorisation) will emerge only after a night’s sleep (24-

hour test) or longer period of consolidation (week

follow-up test).

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 can be considered exploratory in the sense

that it was not pre-registered, and that the sample size

was determined opportunistically (school availability
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within the timeframe of the study). However, our analy-

sis plan and key hypothesis tests were consistent with a

pre-registered adult study being conducted in parallel

(Experiment S1, http://osf.io/3vnsg; detailed below).

Experiment 1 methods

Participants

Two whole classes of children took part in the study,

recruited via two schools in North Yorkshire. The result-

ing sample included 51 children (25 male) aged 7–10

years (M = 8.67 years). One additional child was excluded

from analyses due to hearing difficulties. Two of the

included children were absent on the second day of

testing, and thus only contributed data for two out of

the three follow-up tests.

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Com-

mittee of the Department of Psychology, University of

York. Consent was obtained from the school head tea-

chers. Parents were fully informed about the study and

were given the opportunity to opt their child out of

taking part.

Design and procedure

Children completed a single training session in a whole-

class setting, which lasted approximately 45 min. Test

sessions were then conducted individually in a quiet

setting outside the classroom at three time points: the

same day (T1), the next day (T2), and one week later

(T3). Standardised assessments of vocabulary and non-

verbal ability (matrix reasoning) from the Wechsler

Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence II (Wechsler, 2011)

were also collected during these sessions for descriptive

purposes. The mean t-scores were within the average

range for both matrix reasoning (M = 46.53, SD = 9.73)

and vocabulary (M = 59.71, SD = 11.92).

Stimuli

Pseudowords were initially selected using the English

Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007) according to the fol-

lowing criteria: 5–6 letters long, no orthographic neigh-

bours, and a nonword rejection Z-score of −0.45 to 0.45

(i.e. an average range response time for rejection in a

lexical decision task). These criteria were used to

ensure that the word-forms were well-matched across

conditions, and to minimise alternative sources of varia-

bility in the speeded semantic categorisation task.

Twenty-four bisyllabic pseudowords were selected in

total such that each began with different vowels or con-

sonant clusters and were judged to be easily

pronounceable (Appendix 1), and these were split into

two lists matched on length, number of orthographic

neighbours, and bigram frequency (Marian et al.,

2012).1 A subset of 16 pseudowords were selected for

Experiment 1 with children.

Novel concepts were created by taking an existing

base concept and adding an additional feature (further

details below). For example, a gorilla (base concept)

that has green skin (added feature). Half of the base con-

cepts were animals, for purposes of the semantic categ-

orisation task. Critically, the base concepts were selected

for having high (n = 12) or low (n = 12) semantic neigh-

bourhood density according to the McRae et al. (2005)

feature norms.2 In this first step towards examining

feature-based semantic neighbourhoods in word learn-

ing, we took a broad approach to defining semantic

neighbourhood density. First, we selected for the

number of features of each item (also termed semantic

richness), as has consistently been shown to facilitate

lexical processing (Pexman, 2020). Second, we con-

sidered the density of the semantic neighbourhood by

selecting for low versus high intercorrelational feature

density—the extent to which the listed features co-

occurred in other normed concepts. This metric is

described in detail within the database documentation

(McRae et al., 2005): pairs of features are considered sig-

nificantly correlated if they share≥ 6.5% of their variance

within the database (i.e. they often co-occur together in

the 541 normed concepts), and the proportion of signifi-

cantly correlated feature pairs is calculated for each

concept. We predicted that this co-occurrence would

also support learning, being indicative of many shared

features that could support processing (Grondin et al.,

2009) and representing many existing connections

between concepts.

Our selected low-density base concepts had fewer

features listed in the norms (≤ 16), and fewer of these

listed features (≤ 14%) co-occurred in other normed

concepts. High-density base concepts had more features

overall (≥ 18) and more of these (≥ 25%) also co-

occurred in other concepts. The two groups of stimuli

were otherwise well matched on measures of frequency,

age of acquisition, imageability, concreteness and word

length (Table 1). A pilot study of these base concepts

with adults supported a reaction time benefit for high-

density concepts in a semantic categorisation task

(mean difference = 14 ms; t(70) = 2.56, p = .01).

The added features that made each concept novel

were also selected from the McRae et al. (2005) norms,

and each occurred only once in the norms to minimise

the influence of additional semantic neighbourhoods.

The features were drawn from a range of perceptual,

behavioural and functional categories, which were
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matched in type across low- and high-density base con-

cepts (Appendix 1). To ensure that these combinations

of base concepts and features did not differ in plausi-

bility across low- and high-density conditions, 58

adults completed online ratings of how plausible they

would find each item in a children’s storybook. High-

and low-density items did not differ in plausibility

(ps >.2). A subset of 16 items (8 per density condition)

were selected for Experiment 1. A single fixed set of

pseudoword-concept pairings was used for Experiment

1 (with counterbalancing of pseudowords across

density conditions introduced in Experiment 2).

Training tasks

The training tasks were conducted with the class as a

whole. Children were given workbooks to support their

learning, and were guided through a number of tasks

using a PowerPoint presentation projected at the front

of the classroom (see Figure 1). The first three tasks

were completed for each item in turn (form and

definition repetition, drawing), followed by the

meaning matching task for all items. In total, children

heard each new word-form nine times, and each

definition six times.

Form repetition

Children heard each new word-form spoken by the

experimenter, with its orthographic form projected on

the PowerPoint at the front of the classroom. They

repeated the pseudoword aloud twice, and sub-

sequently copied it into their workbooks.

Definition repetition

Children were introduced to the definition of each pseu-

doword, and again repeated it aloud twice.

Drawing task

Children were given 30 s per item to draw a picture of

the new concept, designed to help them to engage

with its different features. These were not scored or ana-

lysed further.

Meaning matching

After the workbooks had been collected, further learning

and feedback took place via a multiple choice quiz. In the

first round, a pseudoword and three possible options for

its definition were presented on screen, and children had

to show their answer by raising one, two or three fingers.

In the second round, the definitionwas presented and the

children had to choose the correct word-form to match.

Each item was presented once in each round, with the

correct answer provided after each one.

Test tasks

Children completed the test tasks individually with the

experimenter. There were four test tasks to assess

different aspects of word knowledge. All test tasks

were presented using DMDX software v5.1.3.4 (Forster

& Forster, 2003), with item order randomised. The tasks

were presented in the following fixed order.

Cued form recall

Children were presented with the first consonant(s) and

vowel of the word (both aurally and visually), and were

asked to speak the remainder of the word. Children

were encouraged to attempt partial responses even if

they were not sure of the answer, and the experimenter

transcribed the responses for scoring on the basis of

whole word accuracy (0, 1).

Table 1. Properties of stimuli in the low and high semantic neighbourhood density conditions.

No. of featuresa % features correlateda AoAb Frequencyc Log10 freqc Imageabilityd Concretenesse No. of phonemes

Low 12.75 5.58 5.14 16.41 1.02 607.56 4.89 4.33
High 18.92 40.00 5.17 16.38 1.13 616.00 4.89 4.50
p <.001* <.001* .96 1 .56 .61 .90 .79
aMcRae et al. (2005). bKuperman et al. (2012). cCELEX English linguistic database (Baayen et al., 1995). dMRC Psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981). eBrys-
baert et al. (2014). *significant difference between low vs high semantic density items at p < .05.

Figure 1. Schematic of the training tasks used in the learning
phase.

Note: For each item, children first repeated the new word aloud twice and
wrote it down, before repeating the definition twice. They were given 30
s to draw a picture of the new concept. After completing these learning
tasks for all items, children completed two rounds of multiple choice quizzes.
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Form recognition

Children were presented with auditory and orthographic

presentations of the pseudoword alongside a corre-

sponding foil in which the final vowel was changed

(see Appendix 1). Both of the written stimuli remained

on screen for up to 7 s, or until the child had selected

their answer with a key press response.

Speeded semantic categorisation

Children were presented with each word-form visually

and auditorily, and were asked to make speeded judge-

ments about whether or not the concept was an animal

using a key press response. They were asked to respond

as quickly and accurately as possible, and each trial ter-

minated after a response or 7 s. To allow for adjustment

to the task and response format, the experimental task

was preceded by 24 practice trials using existing

English words, providing feedback for erroneous

responses. We analysed both the accuracy (0, 1) and

the response time (ms) for correct trials.

Cued meaning recall

Children were given an auditory and visual presentation

of each word-form, and asked to provide as much of the

definition as they could remember. Verbal responses

were transcribed by the experimenter. A total of two

points could be awarded per item for correctly recalling

the base concept and the added feature.

Analyses

Data were analysed in R (R Core Team, 2015), using lme4

(Bates et al., 2015b) and ordinal (Christensen, 2015) to fit

mixed effects models. For each dependent variable, we

initially fitted a model with fixed effects of test session,

semantic density, and their interaction. Fixed effects

were deviance coded to enable interpretation of each

predictor in relation to the overall mean. Test session

is a three-level factor, and we set two orthogonal con-

trasts to interpret the data: delay1 tested for differences

in memory performance without versus with opportu-

nities for consolidation (T1 vs. T2&T3); delay2 tested for

continued changes across the week (T2 vs. T3). For

models with discrete dependent variables, Wald’s Z

was used to determine statistical significance. For reac-

tion times, we report significance computed using the

lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017).

In light of earlier convergence issues in attempting to fit

maximal models (Barr et al., 2013), we adopted a parsimo-

nious modelling approach for these experiments (Bates

et al., 2015a). We first fitted a model with our fixed

effects of interest and random intercepts for participants

and items, and then pruned away the interaction if not

contributing to model fit (p< .2). We then used a

forward “best-path” approach to test for the inclusion of

appropriate random slopes (Barr et al., 2013). The results

presented are from the most complex model supported

by the data. The data and analysis scripts are available

on the OSF (https://osf.io/35ftn). Figures were made

using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009).

Experiment 1 results

Cued form recall

Children recalled a mean proportion of .20 (SD = .40) of the

word-forms at T1, and performance improved substantially

over tests (Figure 2A; delay1: β= 0.95, SE= 0.05, Z= 21.10, p

<.001). Recall continued to improve between T2 (M= .51,

SD = .50) and T3 (M= .80, SD= .40; delay2: β= 0.91, SE =

0.07, Z = 13.35, p <.001). There was no influence of seman-

tic neighbourhood density in recall of word-forms, alone or

in interaction with test session (ps > .6; Table 2).

Form recognition

Children could successfully recognise the new word-forms

at above chance levels at T1 (M= .83, SD= .38), and

improved at subsequent tests (T2: M= .92, SD = .28; T3:

M= .94, SD= .24). This effect of test session was statistically

significant across both contrasts (delay1: β= 0.39, SE = 0.05,

Z = 8.07, p< .001; delay2: β= 0.21, SE= 0.10, Z= 2.08, p

= .037), again demonstrating significant improvements in

form knowledge across the week. As with the recall of

word-forms, there was no influence of semantic neigh-

bourhood density on their recognition (ps > .18; Table 2).

Cued meaning recall

Children scored an average of .36 out of a maximum of 2

points for each item at T1 (SD = .76). There were no sig-

nificant changes in performance across test sessions (ps

> .36; Table 3), but there was a significant difference in

memory for words from different semantic neighbour

conditions (β =−0.48, SE = 0.18, Z =−2.62, p = .009).

Children were better at recalling definitions with low

semantic neighbourhood density (M = .47, SD = .84)

than high semantic neighbourhood density (M = .26,

SD = .67; Figure 2C). There was no evidence of an inter-

action between test session and semantic neighbour-

hood density (pruned from the final model; p = .687).

Semantic categorisation

Accuracy

Performance was very low on the semantic categoris-

ation task (M = .59, SD = .49). Neither test session nor
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semantic neighbourhood density influenced accuracy

on this task (all ps > .4; Table A2-1).

Reaction time

We were cautious in analysing the RT data considering

that performance accuracy was so low in this task, and

removed participants whowere at/below chance perform-

ance (n = 11). This left 40 participants in the analysis, who

ranged from .52-.83 in categorisation accuracy (M = .63).

The data were log-transformed to remediate issues of

skewness in model fitting. We also removed responses <

200 ms or that were≥ 2.5 standard deviations above

each participant’s condition mean. We analysed RTs to

correct responses only, leaving 49.05% of original trials.

Responses were slowest at T1 (M = 2154 ms, SD =

1211 ms) compared to later test points (β =−0.07, SE =

0.01, t =−7.66, p < .001), but the decrease in response

times between the T2 (M = 1833ms, SD = 1150 ms) and

T3 (M = 1696 ms, SD = 977 ms) tests were not statistically

Figure 2. Explicit recall performance by semantic neighbourhood condition and test session.

Note: Proportion correct for (A) Form recall in Experiment 1; (B) Form recall in Experiment 2; (C) Meaning recall in Experiment 1; and (D) Meaning recall in
Experiment 2. Individual points mark average participant recall for each condition for each test session. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

Table 2. Final analysis models for Experiment 1: Form tasks.

Cued form recalla Form recognitionb

β SE Z p β SE Z p

(Intercept) 0.02 0.28 0.07 .946 2.89 0.25 11.38 <.001
delay1 0.95 0.05 21.10 <.001 0.39 0.05 8.07 <.001
delay2 0.91 0.07 13.35 <.001 0.21 0.10 2.08 .037
density 0.07 0.25 0.28 .780 −0.29 0.22 −1.34 .181

Note: (a) Analysis based on from 2416 observations across 51 participants and 16 items. The final model included by-participant and by-item intercepts. The
two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the model with no reduction in model fit χ2 = 0.88, p = .64; (b) Analysis based on from 2416
observations across 51 participants and 16 items. The final model included by-participant and by-item intercepts, as well as by-participant random slopes for
the effect of density. The two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the model with no reduction in model fit χ2 = 1.76, p = .41.
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significant (β =−0.03, SE = 0.02, t =−1.84, p = .066).

There was no influence of semantic neighbourhood

density on reaction times (ps > .14; Table A2-2).

Experiment 1 discussion

Experiment 1 examined how children learn and remem-

ber pseudowords paired with novel concepts. Children

recalled 20% of the pseudowords on the same day as

learning, but showed substantial improvements across

the week: averaging 51% and 80% at the day and

week follow-up tests, respectively. However, they were

much poorer at learning the word meanings: they

showed low accuracy in both the meaning recall (18%)

and semantic categorisation (59%) tasks, which neither

improved nor declined with repeated tests. This increase

in recall for word-forms is consistent with previous

findings of an offline consolidation and/or retrieval prac-

tice benefit for this aspect of word knowledge, and adds

to growing evidence that definition recall does not

benefit from the same opportunities for reactivation

(James et al., 2020a; Tamminen et al., 2012; Tamminen

& Gaskell, 2013). However, participants may also have

benefited from opportunities to re-encode the word-

forms (but not meanings) during repeated tests in this

study, facilitating improvements in this aspect of word

knowledge across the week.

Our primary research questions related to the new

words’ engagement with existing semantic knowledge,

as indicated by performance differences related to

semantic neighbourhood density. We found that existing

semantic knowledge can influence new vocabulary acqui-

sition in school-aged children: they were better at recal-

ling novel semantic concepts from low- versus high-

density semantic neighbourhoods. However, recall of

word-forms appeared unaffected by these semantic

manipulations. Thus, in line with the processing interfer-

ence observed for language-based neighbourhoods pre-

viously in adults (Tamminen et al., 2013), dense feature-

based semantic neighbourhoods also appear to elicit

interference observable in children’s learning of new

concepts. This hindrance was observed at the immediate

test and did not change at the delayed tests. High- rela-

tive to low-density semantic knowledge activated

during encoding may thus interfere in forming the new

representation, and/or could make the novel concept

harder to retrieve amongst its competitors at test.

In Experiment 2, we examined the contribution of

semantic neighbourhood density to word learning in

adults. In an adult study carried out in parallel to Exper-

iment 1, we found no influence of semantic neighbour-

hood density in a comparable word learning experiment

(Experiment S1, available on the OSF at https://osf.io/

ksdfu/). Specifically, adults did not show interference

from dense semantic neighbourhoods in recalling the

word meanings, as we observed for children. However,

adults showed much higher levels of recall performance

than children, and different training tasks were used

across the two experiments. To facilitate developmental

comparisons, we repeated the experiment with adults

using the same training procedures as Experiment 1,

but we reduced the number of exposures during train-

ing to ensure comparable levels of performance

between age groups.

Experiment 2

Three hypotheses were pre-registered on the Open

Science Framework (http://osf.io/yk3d5): 1) Cued recall

for word-forms will improve over time, consistent with

Experiment 1 (and Experiment S1), and with extant evi-

dence supporting strengthening of novel word-forms

by delayed tests; 2) Where a neighbourhood density

effect emerges, we predict that low-density items will

be better learned than high-density items—consistent

with our findings from Experiment 1 (and non-significant

numerical differences in Experiment S1); and 3) If the

absence of a density effect in the definitions task for

adults in Experiment S1 was driven by their higher per-

formance, then we would expect a neighbourhood

density effect to emerge at lower performance levels

in this task.3 However, if the absence of the density

effect is driven by adults’ learning efficiency (relative to

the enhanced sensitivity of developing learners to

semantic competitors), we would expect no effect of

density in the definitions task for adults regardless of

performance levels.

Experiment 2 methods

Participants

70 participants were recruited via the University of York

Psychology Department participant pool according to

Table 3. Final analysis model for Experiment 1: Cued meaning
recall.

β SE Z p

0|1 2.11 0.27 7.69 <.010
1|2 2.19 0.27 7.99 <.001
delay1 0.01 0.04 0.22 .827
delay2 −0.07 0.08 −0.9 .368
density −0.48 0.18 −2.62 .009

Note: Analysis based on from 2416 observations across 51 participants and
16 items. The final model included by-participant and by-item intercepts.
The two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the
model with no reduction in model fit χ2 = 0.75, p = .69.
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the following criteria: native monolingual English speak-

ers, aged 18-35, with normal or corrected-to-normal

hearing and vision, and no reading or language dis-

orders. Three participants did not complete more than

one of the three follow-up sessions, and were excluded

from analyses. Thus, the final sample consisted of 67 par-

ticipants (14 male), with a mean age of 20.33 years (SD =

2.54). Nine participants contributed only partial data (2/3

sessions) having missed the final session.

Participants received either £10 or course credit for

their time. The study was approved by the Department

of Psychology Research Ethics Committee at the Univer-

sity of York.

Design and procedure

To make Experiment 2 as comparable as possible to

Experiment 1, we conducted training in a group setting

lasting approximately 45 min. Three test sessions were

then completed online according to the same schedule:

the same day (T1), next day (T2), and one week later

(T3). Participants were asked to complete the first test

session within 2 h of training, and complete each sub-

sequent session at a similar time (by 6pm at the latest).

All sessions completed on the correct day were included

in the analyses. Although we did not implement specific

attention checks in the online tests, inspection of task per-

formance confirms that participants were engaged with

the activities (i.e. recognition task performance was

always well above chance,≥ 67%). No standardised

assessments were collected for Experiment 2.

Stimuli

The full set of 24 items were used for the adults. We

additionally incorporated two elements of counterba-

lancing for this experiment to ensure that idiosyncratic

differences in the stimuli were not responsible for the

neighbourhood density effects. The two versions of the

stimuli altered the set of pseudowords and novel fea-

tures assigned to each density condition.

Training tasks

The training tasks were identical to Experiment 1, except

with form and definition repetitions reduced to one per

item. Only one round of meaning matching was admi-

nistered, presenting each definition once with three

options for its word-form on each occasion. This meant

that participants had five exposures to the new word-

forms in total, and only two exposures to the definitions,

intended to reduce adults’ performance levels in line

with children. Participants circled their meaning match-

ing answers (1, 2, or 3) in an additional training booklet.

Test tasks

The four test tasks were programmed for participants

to complete online from home, in the same fixed

order described above. Adults were provided with

only the written cues, and gave typed responses for

the recall task. Given that we were most interested in

vocabulary learning (rather than orthographic learning

specifically), answers were scored according to whether

they read as phonologically correct (e.g. attee or atty

instead of attie; chiypod instead of chipod). The form

and definition recall tasks were hosted online using

Qualtrics (Qualtrics, 2014). A link within the survey

took participants to the form recognition and semantic

categorisation tasks, which were programmed using

Testable (Rezlescu, 2015) to enable response time

recordings.

Analyses

Analyses were conducted as in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 results

Cued form recall

The proportion of word-forms recalled on the same day

of learning (M = .21, SD = .40) was highly comparable to

Experiment 1 (M = .20, SD = .40), suggesting a similar

level of difficulty for children and adults. Recall improved

significantly at the delayed tests (delay1: β = 0.39, SE =

0.03, Z = 13.32, p < .001; Figure 2B), but continued

improvements between T2 (M = .36, SD = .48) and T3

(M = .38, SD = .49) were not statistically significant (p

= .122; Table 4).

There was a small but statistically significant effect of

density (β =−0.11, SE = 0.05, Z =−2.254, p = .025): word-

forms associated with low neighbourhood density con-

cepts were better recalled (M = .33, SD = .47) than

those associated with high-density concepts (M = .29,

SD = .46). This density effect did not change over time,

and the interaction was pruned from the final model

(p = .383).

Form recognition

A technical issue meant that T1 form recognition and

semantic categorisation data from the first set of partici-

pants was not saved from Testable (n = 9), and this issue

also affected a later session for two participants.
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Unfortunately it was not possible to replace these par-

ticipants due to timing constraints, and our main

hypotheses related to the explicit recall measures for

this experiment. We removed any participants who did

not have data from at least two of the three sessions,

leaving 65 participants for these analyses.

Recognition of the new word-forms was much higher

than participants’ ability to recall them. Performance was

lowest at the first test point (M = 0.91, SD = 0.29; delay1:

β = 0.11, SE = 0.04, Z = 2.59, p = .010), but there were no

further changes in performance between the day (M

= .94, SD = .24) and week (M = .93, SD = .26; p = .578)

tests. There was a small but significant effect of neigh-

bourhood density (β = 0.21, SE = 0.11, Z = 1.97, p

= .049): performance was slightly higher for high-

density items (M = .93, SD = .26) than low-density (M

= .92, SD = .27). However, there was no evidence of an

interaction with test session (pruned from final model;

p = .951; Table 4).

Cued meaning recall4

Participants scored an average of 0.39 (SD = 0.78) points

per item at the first test, which did not change over time

(ps > .7; Figure 2D; Table 5). Whilst this level of perform-

ance was highly comparable to Experiment 1 (M= .36,

SD = .76), recall of meanings was not affected by the

semantic neighbourhood density of the concepts in

adult participants (p = .704).

Semantic categorisation

Accuracy

Accuracy was generally very low (M = .57, SD = .50), and

did not change across the course of the week (ps > .35).

There was also no significant effect of neighbourhood

density (p = .508; Table A2-3).

Reaction time

At this low level of performance, 16 participants were

excluded from RT analyses on the basis of chance-level

performance (note that this exclusion was not

specified in the pre-registration due to an oversight).

This left 49 participants in the analysis, who ranged

from .51-.74 in categorisation accuracy (M = .60). Only

44.98% of the data was retained after data trimming

(as above), and so caution is needed in interpreting

these data. Modelling was carried out on the log-trans-

formed data, and showed only a decrease in reaction

time across test sessions: participants were slowest at

the first test (M = 1202 ms, SD = 495 ms; delay1: β =

−0.08, SE = 0.01, t =−6.45, p < .001), and continued to

improve between the day (M = 1017 ms, SD = 430 ms)

and week (M = 911 ms, SD = 403 ms) memory tests

(delay2: β =−0.05, SE = 0.02, t =−2.71, p = .010). There

was no effect of neighbourhood density (p = .344;

Table A2-4).

Experiment 2 discussion

In Experiment 2, we examined whether semantic neigh-

bourhood density influences adults’ word learning. To

draw comparisons with children in Experiment 1, we

used more items and fewer exposures to the new

stimuli to create a similar level of task difficulty

between the two groups. Adults recalled a comparable

proportion of the stimuli across the different tasks to

children, but note that the overall information learned

was still higher for adults as they were provided with

more items (24 vs. 16). Consistent with the results of

Experiment 1, memory for new word-forms improved

Table 4. Final analysis models for Experiment 2: Form tasks.

Cued form recalla Form recognitionb

β SE Z p β SE Z p

(Intercept) −1.11 0.24 −4.62 <.001 3.38 0.26 12.89 <.001
delay1 0.39 0.03 13.32 <.001 0.11 0.04 2.59 .010
delay2 0.07 0.05 1.55 .122 −0.04 0.08 −0.56 .578
density −0.11 0.05 −2.24 .025 0.21 0.11 1.97 .049

Note: (a) Analysis based on from 4608 observations across 67 participants and 24 items. The final model included by-participant and by-item random intercepts,
and by-participant random slopes for the effect of density. The two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the model with no reduction
in model fit χ2 = 1.92, p = .38; (b) Analysis based on from 4200 observations across 65 participants and 24 items. The final model included by-participant and
by-item random intercepts, and by-item random slopes for the effect of density. The two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the
model with no reduction in model fit χ2 = 0.10, p = .95.

Table 5. Final analysis model for Experiment 2: Cued meaning
recall.

β coefficient SE Z p

Fixed effects

0|1 1.86 0.22 8.63 <.001
1|2 1.98 0.22 9.18 <.001
delay1 −0.01 0.03 −0.33 .738
delay2 −0.02 0.05 −0.29 .773
density −0.07 0.19 −0.38 .704

Note: Analysis based on from 4536 observations across 66 participants and
24 items. The final model included by-participant and by-item intercepts.
The two-way interaction between time and density was pruned from the
model with no reduction in model fit χ2 = 0.01, p = .995.
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over repeated tests distributed across the week, whereas

definition knowledge remained stable.

Like children, adults were influenced by semantic

neighbourhood density in recalling the new items.

However, while children had been influenced by the

semantic manipulation in recalling the word meanings,

adults showed this effect in recalling the word-forms—

despite no explicit demands on accessing semantic

knowledge in these tasks. For word-form recall, the

effects of semantic neighbourhood density were

similar in direction to those observed Experiment 1,

demonstrating a disadvantage for high-density items.

However, this was also accompanied by a small benefit

for recognising high-density items. In contrast to chil-

dren, adults were not influenced by semantic density

in recalling the novel meanings.

Additional exploratory analyses

The results suggest that both children and adults experi-

enced interference from high-density semantic neigh-

bourhoods, but there were group differences in how

this interference manifested in the different measures

of word learning. We conducted additional exploratory

analyses to assess whether these patterns of perform-

ance for explicit recall of word-forms and meanings

were statistically different between the two

experiments.

For each of the two recall measures, we fitted a mixed

effects model with fixed effects of session, density, and

group (children versus adults), with all interaction

terms. Random effects were specified as above, and

the full model tables can be found in Appendix 2

(Tables A2-5 and A2-6). For the word-form recall task,

there were main effects of test session (delay1: β =

0.68, SE = 0.03, Z = 25.07, p < .001; delay2: β = 0.50, SE =

0.04, Z = 12.10, p < .001), reflecting the improvements

seen across the week in each experiment. There was

also a main effect of group (β =−0.58, SE = 0.16, Z =

−3.55, p < .001), with adults performing worse than chil-

dren, but this was in the context of significant inter-

actions with test session (group*delay1: β =−0.29, SE =

0.03, Z =−10.98, p < .001; group*delay2: β =−0.43, SE =

0.04, Z =−10.44, p < .001). Pairwise contrasts for each

test session showed that the two groups did not differ

at the first test point (p = .942), but that children increas-

ingly outperformed adults in their likelihood of recalling

the word-forms at T2 (β =−0.88, SE = 0.33, Z =−2.62, p

= .009) and T3 (β =−2.60, SE = 0.34, Z =−7.60, p < .001).

There was no effect of density, alone or in interaction

with any other variable.

For the meaning recall task, only the main effect of

density was statistically significant (β =−0.27, SE = 0.12,

Z =−2.22, p = .027), showing a benefit for recalling

meanings associated with low-density semantic neigh-

bourhoods. There was no effect of age group, alone or

in interaction with any other variable.

General discussion

The two experiments showed that semantic prior knowl-

edge influences new word learning. We used an object-

based metric to test the hypothesis that more shared

features could facilitate learning, in contrast to previous

studies that found semantic interference from language-

based measures of relatedness. However, this was not

the case: both children and adults showed interference

from dense feature-based neighbourhoods in recalling

the new items. This semantic interference emerged for

the task drawing upon meaning knowledge for children

and form knowledge in adults, although cross-exper-

iment analyses indicated that these task differences

may not be robust. In the following discussion, we

focus first on the nature of semantic influences during

word learning, before considering possible developmen-

tal differences and implications for word learning more

broadly.

The influence of semantic neighbours during

word learning

The results are consistent with the few previous studies

that have manipulated the availability of semantic

neighbours during word learning, finding that memory

for new words can be hindered by links to denser

semantic neighbourhoods (Storkel & Adlof, 2009; Tam-

minen et al., 2013). Our findings add two key contri-

butions to the literature here: first, that school-aged

children are similarly affected by semantic neighbours

as preschool children and adults; and second, that

feature-based conceptualisations of semantic neigh-

bourhoods influence learning as well as associative

(language-based) metrics. Counter to predictions that

semantic influences would emerge at delayed tests—

following increased opportunities for the new represen-

tations to integrate with existing knowledge (Davis &

Gaskell, 2009; McClelland et al., 1995)—the effects

emerged immediately after training for tasks assessing

explicit knowledge of the new forms and/or meanings,

and did not change across the week. This early

influence of existing knowledge may be due to the

nature of the training task, given that related concepts

were explicitly incorporated during encoding (i.e. the

base concepts were named in the definitions, and par-

ticipants used their prior knowledge of these concepts

to draw the items). A key question for future studies is
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thus whether the time course of semantic influence

would differ if these similarities were not made explicit

during encoding, requiring learners to infer similarity

with known concepts using images or feature descrip-

tions alone.

Why then do dense semantic networks lead to poorer

memory performance for new concepts in this context?

One possible explanation is that the co-activation of

multiple related concepts during encoding leads to

competition or interference in processing. Recent

findings from the lexical processing literature indicate

that the high-density disadvantage may relate to the

specific metrics we chose when designing our stimuli.

We selected base concepts that varied in both semantic

richness (the number of reported features) and density

(the co-occurrence of those features in other concepts),

based on early evidence that shared features facilitate

lexical processing (Grondin et al., 2009). Since then,

several studies have demonstrated that our selected

measures might have opposing influences, particularly

in studies of word production (Hameau et al., 2019;

Lampe et al., 2022; Rabovsky et al., 2016). According to

Lampe et al. (2022), an abundance of semantic features

leads to stronger lexical activation that supports faster

and more accurate responses during picture naming

tasks, whereas high intercorrelational density more

strongly activates related concepts that cause interfer-

ence. Applied to the present findings, the co-activation

of a large number of related concepts when learning

the high-density items may have led to interference in

establishing the new semantic representation and/or

when performing the recall tasks, with further research

required to pinpoint the locus of this effect.

An alternative (not mutually exclusive) possibility is

that a dense network of co-occurring features makes it

more challenging to integrate the highly distinctive

feature that made each concept novel (i.e. the new

concept is relatively more atypical of existing knowl-

edge). Framed in this way, our stimuli perhaps more

closely align with computational models of learning aty-

pical category exemplars (McClelland et al., 2020): across

both conditions, learners had the same amount of new

information—a single feature—to integrate with exist-

ing knowledge. However, when the known concept

comes from a dense neighbourhood, this additional

feature can be considered more atypical of existing con-

cepts. Thus, it becomes more challenging to integrate

this novel information than when there are fewer

related concepts, requiring more extensive opportu-

nities for learning and reactivation than were offered

by the present study.

A third possibility for the density disadvantage relates

to the way in which the feature norms themselves were

derived, and the extent to which they capture relevant

semantic relationships for supporting learning. Feature

norms are created by asking participants to list features

of different concepts, but these reports are biased

towards salient and distinctive features; participants

are less likely to report the ordinary features that they

share with many other concepts. Thus, the metrics we

used to define semantic neighbourhood density may

not capture the vast array of highly familiar features

known and shared for certain concepts, which may be

beneficial when learning new related concepts. To

explore this possibility further, we conducted some

additional analyses (Appendix 3) using an alternative

metric from the McRae et al. (2005) feature norms as a

predictor of performance across experiments: the pro-

portion of distinctive features (i.e. the proportion of

the base concept’s listed features that were not listed

for other concepts). This metric was not significantly cor-

related to either the number of features reported or the

percentage of correlated features used in initial selection

of the stimuli, suggesting that it captures a different

semantic dimension. The results showed that items

with high feature distinctiveness were slightly harder

to recall (66%) than items with fewer distinctive features

(71%), suggesting that atypicality may hinder concept

memory. Thus, there may be a benefit for semantic

prior knowledge in word learning that was not well-cap-

tured by our design.

It is not possible to dissociate between these possible

theoretical explanations with the present results, but

they highlight two important aspects to consider for

future studies: first, that multiple semantic dimensions

should be examined simultaneously to understand

their influences on learning (similar to recent analyses

for word recognition, e.g. Lampe et al., 2022); and

second, the need to distinguish between the availability

of existing knowledge (here, the base concept) and the

ease at which new information can be incorporated

into existing networks (the novel feature). Speaking to

this distinction, studies that do not require the inte-

gration of new semantic information find the opposite

pattern of results to those presented here: pseudowords

are more readily remembered when paired with existing

concepts from higher density semantic networks (Mak &

Twitchell, 2020). Thus, both the availability of semantic

knowledge and the need to integrate new information

are key considerations in understanding how prior

knowledge can influence new word learning.

Finally, it is important to consider that the initial chal-

lenge of learning concepts from high-density neigh-

bourhoods may yet translate to longer-term

processing benefits over time and further exposures.

Although we originally set out to examine semantic
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integration with the semantic categorisation tasks, we

later reduced the number of stimulus exposures in the

adults’ learning phase to aid in interpreting differences

in semantic influences between children and adults

when performing at a similar level of difficulty. Thus,

perhaps unsurprisingly, we did not see any influence

of semantic neighbourhood density on speeded proces-

sing as we initially had predicted (and as was observed

by Tamminen et al., 2013). We consider that the

present results thus reflect a relatively early stage of

new word knowledge, and that the new word meanings

were not well-consolidated into vocabulary during the

course of the experiment. With additional learning

opportunities, dense semantic neighbourhoods may

yet provide a beneficial role in new word knowledge.

In line with this possibility, Mak et al. (2021) demon-

strated that words encountered across semantically

diverse texts are more poorly learned than those

encountered in a single semantic context in the first

instance, but that diversity comes to benefit word

knowledge after an initial period of stabilisation has

occurred. Thus, with more opportunities for training

over a longer period of time, the disadvantages seen

for learning high-density concepts in the present study

may translate to a longer-term processing benefit for

the new words, in line with the lexical processing advan-

tage observed for the base concepts themselves.

Developmental differences in semantic influences

We tested children and adults using the same exper-

imental paradigm, providing an insight into the

influence of semantic knowledge on word learning

across development. It was clear that both groups

accessed related semantic knowledge during the exper-

iment, marked by superior recall of items associated with

low- versus high-density semantic neighbourhoods. Yet

there was some indication of a developmental difference

in how these neighbourhood effects manifest in task

performance. In Experiment 1, children were influenced

by neighbourhood density only in their recall of mean-

ings and not word-forms. For adults in Experiment 2

however (and non-significantly in Experiment S1), neigh-

bourhood density effects were most apparent in the

form recall measure—despite no requirement for

semantic knowledge to be retrieved for task success.

These task differences were not anticipated and may

be spurious—indeed, it is important to stress that the

cross-experiment analyses did not find clear evidence

of developmental differences in neighbourhood

effects. However, we can consider that perhaps only

the mature lexical-semantic system activates semantic

knowledge so automatically during learning that it

affects the resources available to encode or retrieve

associated word-forms, given that this activation is

experience-dependent (Pexman, 2020). On the converse,

strengths in explicit learning may mean that adults can

overcome semantic competition in the definitions task.

These possibilities warrant further investigation in

studies designed and powered to examine developmen-

tal differences.

Encoding and consolidation processes in word

learning

Moving beyond the influence of semantic neighbours,

the results are consistent with previous studies demon-

strating improvements in word-form knowledge with

repeated tests across a week period (e.g. Henderson

et al., 2013; James et al., 2019; Storkel, 2001; Tamminen

et al., 2010). These improvements are consistent with the

hypothesis that new word knowledge is strengthened

“offline”, via opportunities for hippocampal reactivation

during sleep (Davis & Gaskell, 2009; McClelland et al.,

1995), and/or that performance improves with repeated

retrieval practice (Goossens et al., 2014). A first notable

finding here is that participants demonstrated clear

gains in word-form knowledge but not meaning knowl-

edge, despite comparably low initial performance in

these tasks. A likely key factor in this difference in

gains is that participants were re-exposed to the word-

forms at each test point (i.e. in the form recognition

task, and as a cue for the definition recall task),

whereas there was no further re-exposure to the novel

meanings. With further opportunities for (re-)encoding

the word-forms, it is perhaps no surprise that such

impressive gains were seen across the course of the

week.

However, we also consider the possibility that differ-

ences in gains are additionally influenced by the

extent to which different aspects of new word knowl-

edge can build on existing representations, in line with

a complementary learning systems perspective. That is,

this discrepancy is similarly observed in studies that

equate opportunities to re-encode form and meaning

aspects of new word knowledge, suggesting that

repeated exposures may not be the only contributing

factor. For example, the repeated tests in James et al.

(2020a) incorporated a single re-exposure of the word-

form (as a cue for meaning recall) and training image

(as a cue for a picture naming task) at three test points

over 24 h. While word-form recall improved after sleep,

definition recall remained stable across periods of

wake and sleep despite repeated opportunities to re-

encode semantic features. In the context of the

present experiment, the word-forms represented a
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relatively arbitrary combination of sounds, proposed to

be dependent on the hippocampal system at encoding

and thus most reliant on reactivation to support neocor-

tical consolidation (James et al., 2019). On the converse,

the word meanings created for this experiment were

novel variants of known concepts, directly building on

existing representations in both semantic neighbour-

hood conditions. Recent computational studies have

conceptualised the neocortical system as being prior

knowledge-dependent (Kumaran et al., 2016; McClelland,

2013; McClelland et al., 2020), indicating that neocortical

learning can occur rapidly in the context of existing

knowledge without requiring hippocampal reactivation.

Thus, while semantic aspects of new word knowledge

may sometimes benefit from offline consolidation (e.g.

McGregor et al., 2013), the scope for capitalising upon

existing semantic connections may render this effect

less robust across studies than the benefits observed

for word-form memory. Whether this explanation

would hold beyond the confound of repeated word-

form tests within the present design remains an open

question, which could be better addressed by using a

between-subjects manipulation of test delay.

The second notable finding is that children showed

greater improvements in word-form knowledge across

the week than adults. We emphasise caution in inter-

preting this result: first because it was the result of an

exploratory analysis, and second because of some meth-

odological differences between the two experiments (i.e.

the spoken versus written modality of the recall test).

However, superior long-term retention of word-forms

in children has been demonstrated across several pre-

vious studies (James et al., 2019; Smalle et al., 2018),

including those using identical training and test para-

digms across the two groups (James et al., 2020b). A

valuable contribution of the present study is that

interpretation of these group differences is often con-

founded by adults’ relative strength in initial encoding:

do children benefit more by delayed tests because of

developmental differences in memory processes, or is

it simply that there is more scope for improvement

when initial learning is weak? We found here that chil-

dren continue to show delayed benefits relative to

adults even when matched for initial difficulty in the

first test session. This benefit is in line with evidence

suggesting an enhanced role for sleep in children’s

memory consolidation (Peiffer et al., 2020; Wilhelm

et al., 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2013), linked to a higher pro-

portion of the slow neural oscillations that are associated

with memory consolidation processes. However, other

studies have also found superior memory retention in

children across shorter periods that do not contain

sleep (Bishop et al., 2012; Smalle et al., 2018), suggesting

that multiple mechanisms may contribute to enhanced

vocabulary consolidation during this period. Indeed, it

could be that children benefit more than adults from

the retrieval practice or re-encoding opportunities at

each test point. A valuable next step here will be to

examine whether developmental differences remain

when the test delay is a between-subjects manipulation,

with different groups completing only a single test

either the same day, the next day, and one week later.

Understanding these developmental differences in

longer-term memory processes, and whether we can

capitalise upon them to support vocabulary develop-

ment, presents an exciting avenue for future research.

Conclusions

It is well-established that prior knowledge affects new

learning. This study built upon previous studies of pho-

nological knowledge in vocabulary learning to show that

semantic neighbours also affect the acquisition of new

words. Further, these semantic influences can be cap-

tured by object-based metrics, as well as the associative

semantic dimensions used in previous studies (Storkel &

Adlof, 2009; Tamminen et al., 2013). We found that by

training pseudowords and associated novel concepts

with close semantic neighbours (i.e. differing in a

single feature), children and adults found it harder to

learn and/or remember new words associated with

dense feature neighbourhoods. Given that these

findings somewhat contradict the semantic density

benefits observed in studies of known words, we

propose that time and/or experience, semantic dimen-

sion, and semantic distance should each be thoroughly

examined to understand the role that prior semantic

knowledge plays in vocabulary acquisition.

Notes

1. Experiment S1 used original items selected from the

English Lexicon Project. Due to experimenter error,

slight variants of four of the items were used in Exper-

iment 1 (i.e., attie, bryat, shamal, vorgol instead of

attay, bryet, shimal, vorgal). However, we recomputed

orthographic neighbourhood density and bigram fre-

quency based on the new set to confirm that these

did not differ between word lists, and retained the

amended version for both Experiment 1 and 2 here to

facilitate developmental comparisons.

2. Only 18 of the 24 items were also entries in the Florida

Free Association Norms. These indicated that the two

sets would likely differ in semantic neighbourhood

density by this measure, with high-density concepts

having more associates (M = 17.33) than low-density

concepts (M = 12.22; p = .05).
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3. Note that the pre-registration refers to a significant

effect of semantic neighbourhood density for cued

form recall in an initial adult experiment (Experiment

S1). This was due to an error in which test session was

entered into analyses as a continuous rather than categ-

orical predictor.

4. One participant did not complete 2/3 definitions tests,

and was excluded from this analysis.
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